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The dynamics of the spin-orbit interaction in atomic hydrogen are studied in a classical
electrodynamics-like setting. A Rutherfordian atomic model is used assuming a circular electron
orbit, without the quantum principle as imposed arbitrarily in the Bohr model, but with an ad hoc
incorporation in the electron of intrinsic spin and associated magnetic dipole moment. Analyzing
the motions of the electron spin and orbital angular momenta, it is found that in the presence of
Thomas precession, the total angular momentum averaged over the orbit is not generally a constant
of the motion. It is noted this differs from the finding of Thomas in a similar assessment of 1927,
and the reason for this difference is provided. It is found that although the total orbit-averaged
angular momentum is not a constant of the motion, it precesses around a fixed axis similarly to the
precession of the total angular momentum vector seen in spin-orbit coupling in quantum theory.
The magnitude of the angular velocity of the total orbit-averaged angular momentum is seen to
vanish only when the spin and orbital angular momenta are antiparallel and their mutual precession
frequencies equate. It is then found, there is a unique radius where the mutual precession frequencies
equate. Assuming the electron magnetic moment is the Bohr magneton, and an electron g-factor
of two, this radius corresponds to where the orbital angular momentum is the reduced Planck’s
constant. The orbit radius for stationary total angular momentum for the circular orbit model with
nonzero orbital angular momentum is thus the ground-state radius of the Bohr model.
PACS numbers: 41.20.-q, 31.15Gy, 45.05.+x
I. INTRODUCTION
Bohr’s model of atomic hydrogen [1] is a modification
of the prior Rutherford model with an ad hoc introduc-
tion of a quantum principle. The quantum principle in
the Bohr model is that stable electron orbits are those
with angular momentum in integer multiples of the re-
duced Planck’s constant, ~. This model was singularly
successful in explaining the low-resolution emission spec-
trum of hydrogen and, when extended by Sommerfeld
from circular to elliptical orbits, even the fine structure.
The general approach proved difficult to extend to multi-
electron atoms, however, and was soon superceded by
the more generally applicable theories of Heisenberg and
Shro¨dinger. Apart from their general unsuitability for
use for either many-electron atoms or molecules, both the
Bohr and Sommerfeld models suffer a more fundamental
problem due to disagreement with modern understand-
ing of the angular momentum of the hydrogenic ground
states. The Bohr and Sommerfeld models will have or-
bital angular momentum of ~ in these states, whereas, it
is now understood that the quantum mechanical ground
states, as well as all other “s” states at elevated energies,
have total angular momentum eigenvalues consistent only
with vanishing orbital angular momentum.
It is important to the current work therefore that re-
cently the Sommerfeld model has been reinterpreted by
Bucher [2] so that it provides much better agreement with
modern quantum theory of hydrogenic atoms and the
hydrogen molecule ion. By ruling out the circular orbit
while admitting the possibility of a zero orbital angular
momentum state termed by Bucher the Coulomb oscilla-
tor [3], close correspondence and agreement with modern
quantum theory is obtained within the scope of applica-
bility of the Sommerfeld model. This agreement extends
even to the hyperfine splitting, from which it must be rec-
ognized that the electron in the ground state of atomic
hydrogen must have some overlap of position with the
nucleus.
In the present work we begin as did Bohr and Som-
merfeld with the Rutherford atomic model consisting of
point-like charged particles moving in closed Galilean or-
bits under Coulomb attraction. It is then investigated,
within the confines of this model, what are the dynamical
effects of the fact that the electron possesses in addition
to mass and charge a property of intrinsic spin.
The existence of intrinsic spin and its associated mag-
netic moment, unknown at publication of Bohr’s model,
may naturally be considered of potential applicability due
to the spin magnitude directly involving Planck’s con-
stant. That quantum behavior is a direct consequence
of intrinsic spin is proposed by Hestenes [4], who ob-
serves that the dependence of both the uncertainty rela-
tions and the intrinsic spin on Planck’s constant “cries
out for some explanation” [5]. Hestenes proposes that
the spin magnitude itself participating in the dynamics
may provide the explanation for nonradiative states via
resonance phenomena [6]. Recent work by De Luca [7]
on the relativistic Lorentz-Dirac electrodynamics of two
point particles supports Hestenes’ contention. Exactly
solving even the two-body problem is an ongoing effort
requiring development of new mathematical techniques
[8] that take full account of delay and the self force, how-
2ever. A simplified approach is thus desirable.
Although the present work, neglecting as it does both
delay and radiation reaction, and with the spin magni-
tude constant and unable to participate in the dynamics,
must be regarded as at best an effective theory or “toy”
model, we argue it is worth examination and extension
nonetheless, due to its initial successes as demonstrated
herein. These include a direct linking of the Bohr radius
value, and thus the atomic scale, to the electron intrinsic
spin and magnetic moment magnitudes, a new interpre-
tation of the principal quantum number as the ratio of
spin to orbit precession frequencies, and a quasiclassical-
physics explanation for the Bohr Correspondence Princi-
ple. We also propose a direct linkage between the neces-
sity of quantization and Thomas precession.
Finally, it is to be noted that Llewellyn Thomas, in his
landmark paper of 1927 [9], considered an atomic model
similar to that used here. In addition to deriving the
“relativity precession” that now bears his name, he con-
sidered the similar model to that used here as part of his
application of the Thomas precession to explaining the
anomalous factor of one-half in the Zeeman effect. There-
fore it is relevant to understanding the present work to
recognize that Thomas obtained essentially an opposite
result to that of the present analysis, concerning the con-
servation of the secular total angular momentum consist-
ing of the orbit-averaged electron orbital and intrinsic an-
gular momenta. However, it can be seen [10], Thomas’s
analysis did not take into account the “hidden momen-
tum” of a magnetic dipole in an electric field. This is
understandable since the need for such accounting was
not recognized until the latter half of the twentieth cen-
tury [11],[12],[13]. Due to this omission Thomas con-
cluded, correctly for his model and the electrodynamics
of his time, but ultimately incorrectly, that the total sec-
ular mechanical angular momentum is a constant of the
motion generally for circular as well as elliptical orbits.
The conclusion of the present analysis however is that for
nonzero orbital angular momentum the secular total an-
gular momentum is not a constant of the motion except
for antiparallel spin and orbital angular momenta, and
further assuming a circular orbit, for an orbital radius
equal to the ground-state radius of the Bohr model. For
the circular orbit this corresponds to an orbital angular
momentum of ~. The restriction to circular orbits of the
present analysis furthermore is for convenience only and
not thought to be essential. An analysis to be presented
later [14] has confirmed that allowing for elliptical orbits,
equation of the spin and secular orbital angular momen-
tum precession frequencies provides a quasiclassical basis
for Sommerfeld’s azimuthal quantum rule.
II. ANGULAR MOMENTUM EQUATIONS OF
MOTION IN THE LABORATORY FRAME
In this section the equations of motion of the spin and
orbital angular momenta are determined for the labora-
tory frame. The forces causing the precessional motions
will be calculated in the electron rest frame, in which the
proton orbits around the electron, however. The torques
on the electron spin and proton orbit around the elec-
tron in the electron rest frame will then be evaluated to
determine the motions of the angular momentum vectors
in the laboratory frame.
A. Definition and Use of the Electron Body Frame
The analysis will consider what are the electrodynamic
forces present in a coordinate frame comoving with the
electron, called the electron rest or body frame. While
this is a common usage as a convenience in textbook cal-
culations of spin-orbit interaction effects and energies, we
will use it in a somewhat different and arguably expanded
sense in the present work. All electron body frame forces
will be transformed back to the laboratory frame prior to
consideration of their dynamical effect. Dynamical equa-
tions will be written in the laboratory frame exclusively.
A coordinate frame comoving with the electron as it
orbits around the proton under Coulomb attraction un-
dergoes a rotation with angular velocity [15]
ωT =
γ2
γ + 1
a× v
c2
= −ωTLˆ (1)
where v and a are the electron velocity and accelera-
tion, c is the speed of light, and γ =
√
1/(1− (v/c)2).
The existence of this rotation, now known as Thomas
precession, and its relevance to the spin-orbit interaction
was first recognized by Thomas [9], and used by him to
explain the factor of 1/2 in the anomalous Zeeman effect.
The formula for ωT for circular orbits as will be re-
quired is worked out in the Appendix.
B. Transformation from the Electron Body Frame
to the Laboratory Frame
The orbital angular momentum in the laboratory and
electron rest frames may be represented [16] as
(
dL
dt
)
lab
=
(
dL
dt
)
elec
+ ωT ×L (2)
The second term on the right vanishes due to the par-
allelness of ωT and L. Now, L in the electron rest frame
is due to the orbital motion of the proton around the elec-
tron and neglecting the (small) effect of the Thomas pre-
cession is the proton-to-electronmass ratio times the elec-
tron orbital angular momentum in the laboratory frame.
Also, it will be straightforward to calculate the torque
on the proton orbit in the electron rest frame due to
the proton velocity through the intrinsic magnetic field
of the electron. However, due to the acceleration of the
3electron frame we must not take for granted that the time
derivative of the orbital angular momentum is equal to
the torque in that frame. To assess this, let us evaluate
(
dL
dt
)
elec
=
(
d(rp ×mpvp)
dt
)
elec
= mp (vp × vp + rp × ap)elec
= (rp × F p)elec ≡ τL (3)
where the subscripts p indicate proton quantities in
the electron rest frame and τL may be identified as the
torque on the proton orbit in the electron rest frame.
Therefore, the time rate of change of the orbital angular
momentum in the laboratory frame is identically equal
to the torque experienced by the orbiting proton in the
electron rest frame.
Similarly, for the electron spin,
(
ds
dt
)
lab
=
(
ds
dt
)
elec
+ ωT × s (4)
However, the spin will not in general be aligned with
the orbital angular momentum and Thomas angular ve-
locity, so the form of (4) needed is
(
ds
dt
)
lab
= τ s + ωT × s (5)
where τ s is the torque on the spin evaluated in the
electron rest frame. We are now equipped to evaluate the
orbital angular momentum and electron spin precessional
angular velocities in the laboratory frame.
III. MOTIONS OF THE SPIN AND ORBIT
ANGULAR MOMENTA
The derivation of this section proceeds simply as fol-
lows. The motion of the orbit and spin angular momenta
are calculated in the laboratory frame for the circular
orbit and as a function of electron-proton separation.
A. Motion of the Orbital Angular Momentum
In the electron rest frame, the magnetic field due to
the electron intrinsic magnetic moment causes a force on
the orbiting proton according to the proton velocity and
electrical charge. The magnetic field at a point outside
the source region is given in terms of the magnetic mo-
ment m of the source as [17]
B =
3n (n ·m)−m
R3
(6)
where n = r/R is a unit vector in the direction from
the source to the field point, r here and throughout is a
vector from the proton to the electron, and R ≡ |r|.
The electron intrinsic magnetic moment will be repre-
sented as
µ = − ge
2mec
s = − ges
2mec
sˆ (7)
where s is the spin angular momentum magnitude and
sˆ is a unit-magnitude orientation vector, and where e is
the electron charge magnitude, me is the electron rest
mass, c is the speed of light, and where g the electron
gyromagnetic factor.
It is commonly accepted that s = ~/2 where ~ =
h/(2pi) is the reduced Planck’s constant, and that g ≈ 2.
The torque on the proton orbit around the electron is
then
τL = rp × F p = rp ×
(
e
c
vp × 3n (n · µ)− µ
R3
)
(8)
with n = rp/R here, and vp is the proton velocity as
measured in the electron rest frame.
The vector triple product of (8) involving µ can be
expanded as
rp× (vp×µ) = (rp ·µ)vp− (rp ·vp)µ = R(n ·µ)vp (9)
since n = rp/R here, and recognizing that the proton
velocity and position vectors are orthogonal for the circu-
lar orbit so that the second term in the center vanishes.
Similarly the vector triple product of Eq.(8) involving n
yields that rp× (vp ×n) = Rvp and so Eq. (8) becomes
τL =
2e
cR2
(n · µ)vp (10)
So, for any spin orientation other than parallel to the
orbital angular momentum vector, the torque is time-
varying during the orbit. It will therefore be of interest
to compute the average torque over the course of an or-
bit. The spin and orbital angular momentum vectors
precess very slowly compared to an orbital period so it
is reasonable to treat their relative orientation as fixed
during an orbit. It will be convenient to choose for the
electron rest frame Cartesian coordinate axes with direc-
tions xˆ, yˆ, zˆ with origin at the electron and where the
orbital angular momentum Lˆ is in the zˆ direction. We
suppose that in general the electron spin is not aligned
with Lˆ and choose the xˆ direction to be aligned with the
projection of s into the orbital plane. We also choose
the time origin so that the proton at t = 0 is in the xˆ
direction. Then over a time scale where the precessional
motion of the spin may be neglected (n·µ) = µ⊥ cos(ωt),
and (10) can be rewritten as
4τL =
2e
cR2
µ⊥ cos(ωt)vp (11)
where µ⊥ is the electron intrinsic magnetic moment
component in the orbital plane and ω here strictly is the
orbital frequency of the proton around the electron in the
electron rest frame. Expanding the velocity we have
τL =
2eµ⊥ cos(ωt)
cR2
vp(− sin(ωt)xˆ+ cos(ωt)yˆ) (12)
Integrating over an orbital period T = 2pi/ω and di-
viding by T to obtain the average, the x component with
sin(ωt) cos(ωt) vanishes and the cos2(ωt) factor on the y
component contributes a factor of a half and so
〈τL〉 = eµ⊥
cR2
e√
meR
yˆ (13)
where angle brackets indicate the average over a turn
of the orbit. But
µ⊥yˆ = −µ⊥(xˆ× Lˆ) ≡ −µ⊥ × Lˆ (14)
so
〈τL〉 = − e
2
cR5/2
√
me
µ⊥ × Lˆ (15)
is the average torque on the proton orbit in the electron
rest frame due to the proton motion through the electron
intrinsic magnetic field.
Using (A4) for the magnitude of L this becomes
〈τL〉 = 〈L˙〉 = L× e
cR3me
µ
⊥
(16)
The perpendicular component notation may be
dropped since it is defined relative to the orbital angular
momentum vector, and replacing the intrinsic magnetic
moment with its equivalent in terms of spin results in
〈L˙〉 = −L× e
cR3me
ges
2mec
sˆ = −L× ωL (17)
The precessional angular velocity, averaged over an or-
bit, of the orbital angular momentum may now be iden-
tified to be
ωL =
e2
c2R3
gs
2me2
sˆ (18)
B. Motion of the Spin Angular Momentum
In the electron rest frame the torque on the spin is
given by
τ s = µ×B = − ge
2mec
s×B (19)
where B is the magnetic field at the electron, in the
electron rest frame, due to the proton orbital motion
around the electron, given by
B =
e
cR3
vp × r (20)
where vp is the proton velocity in the electron rest
frame and r is the vector from the proton to the electron.
Substituting for B and with rp = −r, (19) becomes
τ s = − ge
2mec
s×
(
e
cR3mp
Lp
)
(21)
In general rp ≡ −r, and also vp ≈ −v. Substituting
for Lp using (A11) and within the scope of applicability
of our approximation we thus obtain
τ s = − ge
3s
2c2me3/2R5/2
sˆ× Lˆ (22)
Using this and the expression of (A8) for ωT, Equation
(5) now becomes
s˙ = − ge
3s
2c2me3/2R5/2
sˆ× Lˆ− e
3s
2c2me3/2R5/2
Lˆ× sˆ (23)
or
s˙ = −s×ωs = −s×
(
g
2
− 1
2
)(
e3
c2me3/2R5/2
)
Lˆ (24)
and so the angular velocity of the spin axis around the
orbital angular momentum is
ωs =
(
g
2
− 1
2
)(
e3
c2me3/2R5/2
)
Lˆ (25)
The leading factor on the right will be recognized as
the celebrated Thomas factor that becomes 1
2
with g = 2,
successfully explaining the factor of 1
2
in the anomalous
Zeeman effect.
5C. Evaluation of the Constancy of the Total
Angular Momentum
It is of interest to determine whether within the present
model it is possible to have motions of the spin and or-
bital angular momentum vectors where the total mechan-
ical angular momentum is a constant of the motion. It is
to be noted that Thomas, using the same model, found
that the total secular, i.e. orbit averaged, angular mo-
mentum is a constant of the motion in the presence of
the “relativity precession” that now bears his name. The
present analysis does not agree with that of Thomas,
however. The difference may be accounted for [10] as
being due to that Thomas did not include in his analy-
sis the “hidden momentum” of a magnetic dipole in an
electric field. This could not reasonably be expected of
Thomas given that the necessity of accounting for the
hidden momentum in the equation of motion of a mag-
netic dipole was not recognized until the latter half of the
twentieth century.
For constant total angular momentum and in accor-
dance with our model that spin and orbital angular mo-
menta magnitudes are constant, it is required that
dJ
dt
= L× ωL + s× ωs = 0 (26)
where J = L + s. This may be rewritten using Eqs.
(18) and (25) as
L× ωLsˆ+ s× ωsLˆ = 0 (27)
or
(LωL − sωs)sˆ× Lˆ = 0 (28)
For non-aligned spin and orbital angular momenta, this
leads to allowed orbital angular momentum given by
L =
ωs
ωL
s (29)
Substituting for ωL and ωs from (18) and (25) and
reducing yields
L =
(
g
2
− 1
2
)(
2eme
1/2R1/2
g
)
(30)
Applying the expression of Equation (A4) for L for
circular orbits yields
L =
(
g
2
− 1
2
)(
2L
g
)
(31)
which requires for nonzero L that
g = g − 1 (32)
in order for constancy of the vector total angular mo-
mentum to be achieved. This is a contradiction, for all
finite values of g. Therefore, there exist no radii where
angular momentum is constant, for circular orbits, where
the spin and orbital angular momenta are not either par-
allel or antiparallel. It is also clear from the analysis
above that were it not for Thomas precession, total angu-
lar momentum constancy would occur within our model
for circular orbits for any gyromagnetic factor and spin-
orbit relative orientation, and for any orbit radius.
Muller [18] shows that Thomas precession may be con-
sidered to arise from a physical torque. The torque exists
absent an externally applied magnetic field. We see the
effect of this torque here, as the impossibility of total me-
chanical angular momentum constancy for non-parallel
spin and orbital angular momenta, for a spinning elec-
tron but spinless proton, even absent an externally ap-
plied field and associated torque.
It is easy to evaluate specifically what is the total angu-
lar momentum deviation from constancy due to Thomas
precession. It was established above that in the presence
of Thomas precession LωL − sωs 6= 0, regardless of the
value of the gyromagnetic factor. Evaluating this quan-
tity directly obtains
LωL − sωs =
(
1
2
)(
e3s
c2m
3/2
e R5/2
)
(33)
is the rate of change of angular momentum due to
Thomas precession.
IV. MOTION OF THE TOTAL ANGULAR
MOMENTUM
Having established that the vector total secular angu-
lar momentum cannot be unvarying for nonaligned spin
and orbital angular momenta, the nature of the motion
of the total secular angular momentum is investigated.
A. Constancy of Total Angular Momentum
Magnitude
It is first considered whether the total angular mo-
mentum magnitude may be constant. The total angular
momentum magnitude is constant if d(J2)/dt = 0, where
J2 = J · J = L2 + s2 + 2L · s (34)
The orbital and spin angular momenta magnitudes are
constant, so d(J2)/dt = 0 is equivalent to
6L˙ · s = −L · s˙ (35)
or
(L× ωL) · s = −L · (s× ωs) (36)
which, by the properties of the scalar triple product
can be rewritten as
L× ωL · s = L× ωs · s (37)
Taking account that the spin and orbit precess around
each other obtains
L× ωLsˆ · s = L× ωsLˆ · s (38)
Both sides of this equation are identically zero by the
properties of the scalar triple product, so the requirement
of Eq. (35) is satisfied for all L and s. The magnitude
of the total angular momentum is thus a constant of the
motion for all relative magnitudes and orientations of L
and s, and for all electron-proton separations.
B. Angular Velocity of the Total Angular
Momentum
Next it is evaluated what is the angular velocity of the
total angular momentum. Given that J is constant, the
time derivative of the total angular momentum can be
written generally as
L× ωLsˆ+ s× ωsLˆ = J × ωJ (39)
where ωL and ωs are constant (as given by Eqs. (25)
and (18) ) for a fixed orbit radius, and where ωJ is an
angular velocity. This may be written alternatively as
J × ωLsˆ+ J × ωsLˆ = J × ωJ (40)
from which
ωJ = ωLsˆ+ ωsLˆ (41)
and
ω˙J = ωL ˙ˆs+ ωs
˙ˆ
L =
ωL
s
s˙+
ωs
L
L˙ (42)
or
ω˙J =
ωL
s
(s× ωsLˆ) + ωs
L
(L× ωLsˆ) (43)
or
ω˙J = (ωLωs − ωsωL)Lˆ× sˆ ≡ 0 (44)
The angular velocity of the total angular momentum
being stationary and constant in magnitude is indicative
that the total orbit-averaged angular momentum pre-
cesses around a fixed axis.
The magnitude of the angular velocity of the total an-
gular momentum is
ωJ ≡ [ωJ ·ωJ ]1/2 = [ωL2 + ωs2 + 2ωLωs(sˆ · Lˆ)]1/2 (45)
from which it is apparent that the angular velocity of
the total angular momentum vanishes only for antipar-
allel spin and orbital angular momenta, and for equal
mutual precession frequencies. That the precession fre-
quencies have differing dependences on the orbit radius,
according to Eqs. (25) and (18), raises the question of at
what orbital radius do they equate.
C. Equation of the Spin and Orbit Precession
Frequencies
Equating ωs and ωL from Eqs. (25) and (18) in accor-
dance with the discussion immediately above yields
(
g
2
− 1
2
)(
e3
c2me3/2R5/2
)
=
ge2s
2c2me2R3
(46)
or
R1/2 =
(
g
2
− 1
2
)−1
gs
2eme1/2
(47)
which, with g = 2 and s = ~/2, yields
R =
~
2
e2me
(48)
which may be identified as the radius for the ground
state orbit in the Bohr model of hydrogen. This value
may also be identified as the expectation value of the
electron-proton separation in the Schroedinger model of
hydrogen. The other Bohr radii for energy levels above
the ground state can be seen to correspond to conditions
where the ratio of the spin to orbital angular momentum
precession frequencies is an integer value greater than
one.
The classically-expected unity value of g yields an in-
finite radius from Eq. (47).
7V. CONCLUSION
A Rutherfordian atomic model with an ad hoc incorpo-
ration of an electron intrinsic spin and magnetic moment
was examined. A quasiclassical mechanism of quantiza-
tion was developed based on the expectation that stable
states must exhibit total angular momentum constancy
as a condition for being nonradiative. Obtaining a value
of zero for the angular velocity of the total orbit-averaged
angular momentum required equality of the mutual pre-
cession frequencies of the spin and orbital angular mo-
menta, as well as that they are antiparallel. It was then
shown that in the present model the Bohr radius is the
unique radius where the spin and orbit precession fre-
quencies equate, for conventional values of the electron
intrinsic spin and magnetic moment magnitudes. The
principal quantum number of the Bohr model was seen
to correspond to orbit radii where the spin precession
frequency around the orbit normal is an integer multi-
ple of the orbit precession frequency around the electron
spin axis. In the present day where the essentiality of
quantum behavior being nonlocal and nondeterministic
has been directly challenged [19],[20], and based on the
results described, it may be warranted to reexamine the
potential for relativistic classical physics to describe phe-
nomena that were hitherto thought to be purely and fun-
damentally quantum mechancial in nature.
APPENDIX A
Some standard quantities that were used in the analy-
sis are derived, in the forms needed and in particular for
the case of circular orbits.
1. Circular Orbits and Derivation of the Bohr
Radius
The relationship between orbit radius and velocity for
the electron orbiting a heavy proton under Coulomb at-
traction is derived.
The magnitude of the Coulomb force, F , acting be-
tween two charged particles of equal charge magnitude,
e, and separated by a distance R, is, in Gaussian units,
F =
e2
R2
(A1)
Suppose the electron is in a circular orbit around the
proton, and that the proton is sufficiently heavier than
the electron that we may neglect the difference between
the proton position and the true center of mass. Then
balancing the centrifugal force on the electron with the
Coulomb attraction from the proton yields
me
v2
R
=
e2
R2
(A2)
where me and v are the electron mass and velocity,
and R is both the electron-proton separation and orbit
radius in our approximation. The electron velocity as a
function of the orbit radius is thus
v =
e√
meR
, (A3)
and the orbital angular momentum is
L = r ×mev = LLˆ = e
√
meRLˆ (A4)
To derive the ground-state radius RB of the Bohr the-
ory of hydrogen, the angular momentum magnitude is
set to the reduced Planck’s constant ~. Then from (A4)
RB =
~
2
mee2
≈ 5.3× 10−9cm (A5)
2. Calculation of Thomas Precession Angular
Velocity for Circular Orbits
Aproximating γ as unity in the leading factor in Eq.
(1), the Thomas precession angular velocity for circular
orbits is
ωT =
1
2
a× v
c2
=
1
2c2
(
−v
2r
R2
× mev
me
)
(A6)
or
ωT = − 1
2c2
v2
meR2
L (A7)
and with L = mevRLˆ and v from (A3),
ωT = − v
3
2c2R
Lˆ = − e
3
2c2m
3/2
e R5/2
Lˆ (A8)
3. Relationship Between Orbital Angular
Momentum in the Laboratory and Electron Rest
Frames
The orbital angular momentum of the proton in the
electron rest frame must be evaluated, Lp, as it is needed
to evaluate (21). In the electron rest frame, the proton
velocity is the negative of the electron velocity in the
laboratory frame, plus an additional component due to
the gyration of the electron rest frame. That is,
(vp)elec = (−ve +RωTvˆe)lab = −ve
(
1− RωT
v
)
(A9)
8where here the subscript e for the electron quantities
in the laboratory frame is added for clarity. At the Bohr
radius RBωT/v ≈ 2.7 × 10−5. Approximating the pro-
ton velocity magnitude in the electron rest frame by the
electron velocity in the laboratory frame thus introduces
an error that is smaller by an order of magnitude than
the one incurred by neglecting the motion of the proton
around the center of mass. Also rp ≡ −re. Then
Lp = rp ×mpvp ≈ −re ×−mpve (A10)
where mp is the proton mass. This can be rewritten
in terms of the electron angular momentum, L, in the
laboratory frame as
Lp ≈ mp
me
L = mpRvLˆ = mpe
√
R
me
Lˆ (A11)
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